Foveal visual acuity is impaired by the presence of contours that surround the target (contour interaction (CI)). In order to determine the roles of various surrounding contours, visual acuities for a square C were measured in the presence of four and two flanking bars. Bars of different orientations relative to the gap of the C produced different CI patterns. The CI produced by a pair of bars was alleviated by adding another pair of bars of an orthogonal orientation. These results indicate that CI is mediated by not one, but at least two orientation selective mechanisms that actively inhibit each other.
Introduction
While most clinical measurements of visual acuity use isolated or widely separated targets, real-life targets are usually composed of multiple, closely packed features. The presence of contours in the vicinity of a target has an adverse effect on human subjects' ability to resolve the details of the target. This is known as contour interaction (CI). In many cases, CI (letter spacing) is the most important factor besides font size that sets the practical limit on the legibility of printed materials (Arditi, 1996) . Since the measurement of visual acuity involves small, high contrast targets, and requires focused attention, CI may be different from lateral interactions that influence near threshold tasks or pre-attentive vision (Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks, 1997; Polat & Sagi, 1993 Sagi & Julesz, 1985) . Flom, Heath, and Takahashi (1963a) first measured CI using a Landolt C and four flanking bars. CI at a given separation between the C and the flanking bars (ring/ bar separation) was quantified as the reduction of the percent correct score from that measured with an isolated C. Since then, the four flanking bars configuration has been used in many studies to quantify various aspects of CI (Flom, Weymouth, & Kahneman, 1963b; Hess, Dakin, & Kapoor, 2000; Jacobs, 1979; Leat, Li, & Epp, 1999; Manny, Pern, Loshin, & Ma, 1988; Nazir, 1992; Simmers & Bex, 2000) . In all these studies the flanking bars were treated as a single entity as if one single neural mechanism was responsible for mediating all the inhibitory effect. However, there are reasons to believe that these bars may play different roles in the observed CI. First, the four bars are made of two pairs of perpendicular bars. Their influence on an acuity target may be mediated via mechanisms tuned to different orientations. Second, these flanking bars may interact not only with the acuity target, but also with each other. By comparing CI under the four-bar configuration and two different two-bar configurations, we found that flanking bars of different orientations contributed differently to CI. The neural mechanism that underlies the four-bar CI might involve two orientation selective mechanisms that inhibit each other.
Method
The acuity target was a square C that was 5×5 units in size, where a unit was equal to the stroke width or the gap size (Fig. 1a) . A square C was used because it was difficult to generate the smooth curves of a Landolt C with a small number of computer monitor pixels. The gap of the square C could be at one of the four cardinal positions: left, right, up and down. Flanking bars were Fig. 1 . Stimulus: The stimulus was a black square C and two or four black flanking bars on a white background. (A) Four-bar condition. Four flanking bars were placed symmetrically around the square C target. (B) Two-bar conditions. In a two-bar experiment, two vertical bars were always shown on either side of the square C. Since the gap occurred equal number of times at all four cardinal positions, half of the responses were made under the parallel-bar condition while the other half were made under the orthogonal bar condition. All responses were written to a data file and were later sorted to parallel and orthogonal responses.
1× 5 units in size. Correct recognition of the gap position of the square C was measured under three flanking bar conditions. The four-bar condition was similar to that used by Flom et al. (1963a) , where the four bars were placed symmetrically around the C (Fig.  1a ). There were two 2-bar conditions (Fig. 1b) . Under the parallel-bar condition, the two flanking bars were parallel to the side of the square C that contained the gap. Under the orthogonal-bar condition, the two flanking bars were orthogonal to the side of the C that contained the gap. In a two-bar experiment session, two vertical bars were always presented to the left and right of the C. Since the gap of the C was shown an equal number of times at all four cardinal positions, half of the responses belonged to the parallel-bar condition while the other half belonged to the orthogonal condition.
The stimulus was presented on a color monitor controlled by a Silicon Graphics Indigo computer and was viewed monocularly through a front surface mirror. The luminance of the white background was 42 cd/m 2 . The stroke width of the square C and the width of the flanking bars were six pixels. Viewing distance was varied so that the observer could correctly identify the location of the gap of an isolated square C about 90% of the time. The C sizes used in the experiments were between 3.6 and 3.75 arcmin (gap width 0.72 and 0.75 arcmin). Twelve ring/bar separations, ranging from 0.3 to 10 bar widths (BW), were randomly presented in a constant stimulus paradigm. The separation between the flanking bars and the edges of the monitor was always wider than ring/bar separation, even when ring/ bar separation was at its maximum. The display duration was unlimited. The observer used the four arrow keys on a computer keyboard to indicate the location of the gap, which triggered the next stimulus display.
Eighty trials were accumulated at each ring/bar separation for each observer.
Three naïve observers in their 20s with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity participated in the experiments. Table 1 shows correct responses obtained in the vertical (up and down) and horizontal (left and right) directions when flanking bars were absent. The differences between the two directions are not significant (h= 0.05) for all observers.
Results
The four-bar CI curves ( Fig. 2 ) are similar to those obtained in previous studies using similar configurations. Recognition performance reduction was mainly confined to narrow ring/bar separations. There was very little CI when the ring/bar separation was greater than 4-5 BW. A recovery of recognition performance might occur at the narrowest separations, but it did not occur in all observers.
Open circles and squares in Fig. 3 represent percentage correct data for parallel-bar and orthogonal-bar configurations. The data were fitted with Gaussian functions of different peak positions and widths (continuous curves). The parallel bars produced a very strong interaction at narrow ring/bar separation. Recognition was very poor (near the chance level of 25%) when the bars almost touched the C, then it recovered quickly with increasing ring/bar separation. The bars had little effect on recognition performance, when ring/bar separation was greater than 2 BW. The orthogonal bars produced a different pattern of CI. They had little effect on recognition at very narrow or very wide separations, and only produced a moderate reduction of performance when ring/bar separation was about 3 BW. The two CI curves crossed each other at a ring/bar separation about 1.8 BW. For separations smaller than this, two parallel bars produced more interactions than two orthogonal bars. The opposite was true for separations larger than 1.8 BW.
Not only do the parallel and orthogonal bars work on different ring/bar separation ranges, they also have different dependencies on ring/bar separation. The physical layout of the C/flanking bar configuration determines that these bars may not have an equal effect on recognition performance. While one of the parallel bars can get very close to the critical feature of the target -the gap, neither orthogonal bar can get closer than 2.5 BW. However, if a common mechanism mediates CI produced by both pairs of bars, then a 2.5 BW shift of the orthogonal-bar data set to the right should lead to a superposition of the two 2-bar interaction curves, because the shift should compensate for the difference in gap/bar separation. This, however, does not happen. Therefore, two different mechanisms, which have different ring/bar separation dependencies, are responsible for the CI curves obtained with parallel and orthogonal bars.
Another piece of evidence that opposes a single inhibitory mechanism comes from the observation that the CI produced by all four bars is not a simple summation of the CI observed using parallel and the orthogonal bars separately. When all four bars were present, recognition performance was usually better than that obtained under one two-bar condition but worse than the other, depending on the range of ring/ bar separation (solid stars in Fig. 3 ). When ring/bar separation was narrow (B 1.8 BW), recognition performance under the four-bar condition was much better The most important feature of the four-bar data is that four-bar recognition performance is usually better than one 2-bar condition but worse then the other two-bar condition, depending on the range of ring/bar separation. The dotted curves are four-bar CI predicted by a mutual inhibition model using two-bar CI data. The best fitting inhibition coefficients (K) are also shown. Fig. 4 . Model of a mutual inhibition neural circuit. The triplets of ellipses are used to represent orientation selective mechanisms, not receptive fields of a particular shape at a particular location. They response to bars of a particular orientation and activate intermediate neurons (open circles) that exert inhibitory effect on the mechanism that detects the gap of the C. I p is the inhibition produced by a pair of parallel bars alone. I o is the inhibition produced by a pair of orthogonal bars alone. When both pairs of bars are present, the two orientation mechanisms not only inhibit the gap detection, but also mutually inhibit each other. K is the inhibition coefficient between these mechanisms. The final inhibitory outputs of these mechanisms are F p and F o , the sum of which determines the CI when all four bars are present. particular stimulus configuration. The triplets of ellipses are used to represent orientation selective mechanisms, not receptive fields of a particular shape at a particular location.
When just one pair of bars is present, one orientation selective mechanism is activated. Its output (I p or I o ) exerts an unopposed inhibition on the gap-detection mechanism via an intermediate neuron. When both pairs of bars are present, the two orientation mechanisms mutually inhibit each other. The final output of a mechanism (F p or F o ) is its unopposed output (I p or I o ) minus a proportion of the output of its opposing mechanism. The proportion parameter indicates the strength of the inhibition received. To the first approximation, we assume that the strengths of inhibitions between the two mechanisms are equal, thus only one proportion parameter K is needed.
This greatly simplifies the calculation of the total amount of inhibition received by the gap-detection mechanism, which is the sum of the outputs of the two mechanisms.
The value of the parameter K was systematically varied to find the best fit of the four-bar data based on two-bar data. The best fitting curves are shown as the dotted curves in Fig. 3 .
The estimated K values for three observers are close to 1.0 (0.92, 0.96 and 0.98). Therefore, phenomenally, the total CI produced by four bars is the average of the CI produced by the parallel bars and the orthogonal bars.
Other explanations
Facilitative and inhibitory interactions have been the focus of many recent studies of lateral interaction (Polat, 1999) . One may assume that the two pairs of bars do not involve any mutual inhibition. They only react with the activity target. The parallel bars facilitate gap detection at wider (\ 1.8 BW) ring/bar separations and inhibit at narrower (B 1.8 BW) separations. The orthogonal bars do the opposite. The summation of these interactions may explain the four-bar data that falls in between the two-bar data. The fact that the two-bar data presented here did not seem to show facilitation could not be regarded as proof of this model. Because the percentage correct responses to an isolated C were set high (almost 90%), facilitation might not have been given the chance to reveal itself. More empirical studies will have to be conducted.
than that under the two parallel bars condition (open circles). This indicated that adding two orthogonal bars alleviated the CI produced by two parallel bars. The opposite was true for ring/bar separations between 1.8 and 4 BW, where adding two parallel bars reduced the CI produced by two orthogonal bars. Therefore, the CI produced by a pair of flanking bars seems to be reduced by adding a pair of flanking bars of an orthogonal orientation.
Discussion

A mutual inhibition explanation
One explanation of the data is that CI is mediated by two neural mechanisms tuned to different orientations, and these mechanisms actively inhibit each other. The graphs in Fig. 4 show the model of a neural circuitry that can produce less inhibitory effect, when more potentially inhibitory stimulus features are present. This model addresses the issue of how human subjects' responses to two partial stimuli configures (two-bar experiments) may be combined to produce responses to a composite configuration (four-bar experiment). It is not a model that predicts the neural response to a Hess et al. (2000) calculated the amplitude difference between the horizontal and vertical spatial frequency components (amplitude difference spectrum, or ADS) of a Landolt C/flanking bar configuration. They found that the maximal difference occurred at a frequency higher than 1.2 cyc/letter. Since 1.2 cyc/letter was considered optimal for detecting the orientation of an isolated C (Bondarko & Danilova, 1997) , Hess et al. (2000) suggested that the introduction of flanking bars forced the visual system to use a spatial frequency channel that was less sensitive for the task. According to this explanation, the physical properties of the stimulus configuration, not the neural interaction in the visual pathway, was the cause of the foveal crowding effect (CI). To test whether this physical explanation can be applied to the results shown in this paper, ADS for the four-bar and two-bar configurations were calculated. The bar width of the stimulus features was 15 pixels. The image size was 300× 300 pixels. Ring/bar separation was varied from 0 to 3.5 BW in 1 pixel step. The 2-D Fourier spectrum of the stimulus was obtained using MatLab's built-in 2-D FFT function. The dependency of ADS peak frequency on ring/bar separations is shown in Fig. 5 . The solid, dashed and dashed-dot curves are for the four bars, two parallel bars and two orthogonal bars configurations, respectively. As we can see, when all four flanking bars are present, the dominant frequency of ADS can be either higher or lower than 1.2 cyc/letter, depending on the separation between the C target and the flanking bars. Hess et al. (2000) based their explanation of the foveal crowding effect on the calculation of ADS at only one separation, which happed to produce a peak frequency that was higher than 1.2 cyc/letter. To qualify for a general explanation of the foveal crowding effect, the theory has to address how letter acuity may change when ADS peak frequency is lower than 1.2 cyc/letter. Since Hess et al. (2000) did not provide an answer, we will have to speculate. The physical explanation of the CI was based on the mismatch between the dominant frequency component of a stimulus configuration and the spatial frequencies that were optimal for the task of discriminating the gap of the C target. Several lines of evidence indicated that the neural mechanism that was responsible for gap discrimination, or letter recognition in general, was bandpass. Bandarko and Danilova (1997) showed that the information for discrimination the orientation of a Landolt C was limited to a narrow band centered at 1.25 cyc/letter. Solomon and Pelli (1994) used a masking paradigm to demonstrate that letter recognition was mediated by a bandpass mechanism. Hess et al. (2000) showed in their second experiment that discrimination of the gap of a Landolt C was mediated by a narrow band mechanism (Fig. 3) . If a stimulus configuration whose dominant frequency falls on the higher frequency side of this narrow band can result in a poor letter acuity, as Hess et al. (2000) suggested, then a stimulus configuration, whose dominant frequency falls on the lower frequency side should have similar effect on letter acuity. Therefore, the curves in Fig. 5 should predict the following CI patterns.
(1) When all four bars are present, CI should occur only over a narrow range of ring/bar separation around 1 BW. (2) When two orthogonal bars are present, a much stronger CI should be observed at about 0.5 BW and it should disappear at about 2.5 BW. (3) When two parallel bars are present, a very strong CI should be observed throughout the whole range of ring/bar separation. These predictions, especially those of the two-bar configurations, do not agree with the empirical data shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Therefore, the ADS peak frequency explanation does not apply to the stimulus configurations used in this study.
CI is usually considered as an inhibition that the flanking features exert on the visual acuity target. The data presented here makes a strong case that inhibition among flanking features of different orientations should also be considered.
